


® ®AS  Acoustic Shell  is a brand that sells and rents out highly specialised acoustic shells which are conceived in the laboratories (R&D) of the 
® ® ®Portuguese company JOCAVI  Acoustic Panels Lda. The AS  brand belongs to the JOCAVI  Group. We prepare projects to advise on our products by 

seeking the best shell for each space. We rent out through “long term rental” contracts for events to be carried out on a continuous basis on the same 
spot.

We sell for permanent installation in theatres and auditoriums where the main activity requires the use of these acoustic diffusers. We also carry out the 
® ®installation and acoustic checking and enter into maintenance contracts for our shells. We are AS  Acoustic Shell , a company specialised in acoustic 

diffusion shells.

® ®AS  Acoustic Shell
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When symphony and chamber orchestras, soloists and opera singers perform in 
conventional theatres, they encounter problems with the projection of the sound 
and their voice due to the fact that the sound produced on stage is not properly 
scattered by diffusion materials. The sound produced by the orchestra is scattered 
unevenly in all directions, depending on the instruments, and requires an acoustic 
shell to project it towards the audience. The only way to not lose the sound level and 
musicality of the orchestra is to place acoustic diffusion shells around it. 

To project the sound, diffusion panels shaped like a shell need to be installed facing 
the audience, which direct and project the sound in that direction. Acoustic shells 
may be portable so they can be placed around the stage and/or suspended from the 
ceiling above the stage and there are a number of models available for this. 

Spaces such as theatres and auditoriums, where classical music performances are 
held, are usually high volume rooms. Audience noise all too often leads to reliance 
on electro-acoustic amplification which can alter the sound of the instruments. 
Musicians, singers and musical directors prefer the natural colour of their 
instruments and voices and therefore prefer to avoid the use of microphones etc. 

®The use of our AS  acoustic shells increases the natural sound level as produced by 
the instruments. This means that the sound is directed towards the audience 
instead of being lost in the orchestra pit, naturally increasing the acoustic pressure 
level in the room, producing a balanced diffusion over the whole range of the sound 
spectrum. 
Our acoustic study uses ray tracing simulation, which is perfect for previewing the 
sound. We can therefore guarantee an increase in sound level, an homogeneous 
dispersion of acoustic energy and the consequent increase in the room's 
reverberation time.

®AS  ACOUSTIC SHELLS
PORTABLE AND FIXED DIFFUSION ACOUSTIC SHELLS

Unlike the original acoustic shells made of stone in Roman open-air amphitheatres, 
today's acoustic shells used in performance rooms have to be versatile and discreet 
so that their placement does not hinder the use of the space for the different types of 
performances held there. Our shells were developed and built with lightweight, 
attractive materials, which facilitate their practical use as much as possible. They 
can be adapted to the orchestra by changing the number of modules needed and by 
adjusting their positioning for each orchestra layout. 
This stage equipment is easily assembled and disassembled and is inconspicuous 
when not in use.

SHELL VERSATILITY

The purpose of acoustic shells is to prevent acoustic energy, sound, from being 
lost or wasted in the orchestra pit, and direct it towards the audience. 
How this is done is par ticularly impor tant. Normally acoustic shells are used that 
are no more than a flat, convex or concave pieces of varnished plywood. Due to 
their large size, these shells return the acoustic energy in very tight angles of 
incidence and also do not have a balanced scattering coefficient versus 
frequency. Or rather, they do not scatter all the frequencies uniformly, scattering 
high frequencies more than mids/lows. 
Our acoustic shells are specifically designed to also return the mid/low 

®frequencies to the room. These use JOCAVI 's acoustic diffusion panels which are 
developed to obtain the best balance in diffusion over the sound spectrum. This 
gives an excellent, distributed angular coverage and better balance in diffusion 
values over a broader range of the sound spectrum, which is therefore better for 
the mid/low frequencies.

ACOUSTIC BEHAVIOUR

® ®On the market for 10 years, AS  is a brand of the JOCAVI  group, which 
specialises in the sale and hire of highly specialised acoustic shells, conceived 

®in Jocavi   Paineis Acústicos Lda.'s R&D labs in Portugal.
We prepare projects to advise clients on the best shell for each space.
We do long duration rental contracts for events that are regularly held in the 
same venue.
We sell for permanent installation in theatres and auditoriums where these 
acoustic diffusers are suitable for the main activity. 
We also carry out the installation and acoustic verification of our shells and can 
provide maintenance contracts. 

®We are Acoustic Shell, AS  , a company dedicated to acoustic diffusion shells.

®AS  WHO WE ARE
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Acoustic comfort for musicians and musical directors is fundamental. It is 
impossible to get a good sound in a room with bad acoustics. This is frustrating for 
musicians, maestros and sound technicians alike as there is little or nothing they 
can do to improve the sound.
A room's acoustics is a fundamental problem that has to do with its physical 
structure, which can only be attenuated by the use of acoustic materials.  
The quality of the interpretation of musical pieces may be enhanced when 
conditions are excellent. The acoustic shell harmonises the sound, enabling 
musicians to hear each other clearly, which is more enjoyable for them and 
facilitates playing in unison. It also allows the several groups of instruments of the 
orchestra to be enhanced or moderated according to the Maestro's taste.

®AS  ACOUSTIC SHELLS
PORTABLE AND FIXED DIFFUSION ACOUSTIC SHELLS

Portable acoustic shells are composed of four 120cm x 120cm modules which can 
be transported in flight cases. The casing is part of the shell's structure which means 
the case does not have to be stored away when the shell is used. The various 
modules are just placed in an arc on the stage floor. Their placement and number can 
be adapted to each orchestra according to the number and position of the 
musicians.
Portable shells are versatile, allowing diverse configurations according to the 
musical formation, and the easy access of musicians and instruments, besides 
quick assembly and disassembly.
Its wheeled box is easily transported, and when not in use can be kept out of the way 
in storage. 

®AS  PORTABLE SHELLS

• Naturally increases the acoustic pressure level in the room, enhancing diffusion.
• The natural sound level actually produced by the instruments is increased. 
• Offers unique acoustic diffusion characteristics.

®• The AcSh  shell system enhances the real dimension of a concert hall.
• Versatile options for any performance room, easy and quick to assemble.
• Attractive, in a variety of colours and models.
• For theatres, auditoriums or spaces for classical orchestra concerts.

FEATURES

Fixed acoustic shells come in lateral, background and ceiling modules. These 
allow various angulations to be defined according to the degrees of incidence 
towards the audience. 
These modules are suspended above the stage using aluminium and steel cables. 
They may be moved manually or using a system electric engines where the most 
common positions can be pre-programmed. 
When not in use, the shells can be placed together completely inconspicuously.  

®AS  FIXED SHELLS

BENEFITS FOR THE ORCHESTRA AND THE MAESTRO
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CFX

CFX

29.53

35.43

It emphasizes the sound diffusion at a wider covering angle, effective at a shorter inci-
dence distance. Features: efficient at a shorter distance; less sound level; wider inci-
dence angle.

Depending on the space available on the stage, more or less elements may be used in 
order to form the shape of a perfect shell. Built on a modular configuration with 
120x120cm pieces, up to four modules can be coupled in height, thus totalling a dif-
fusing homogeneous surface of 480 x 120cm. All AS4 models have 500x125cm 
(196.9"x49.2") and the AS3, 380x125cm (149.6"x49.2") . These models are a 
large-sized diffusers that provides a very homogeneous diffusion within the sound and 
diffuse spectrum.

Based on works and experiments in the field of sound wave diffusion and 
the positive aspects that result from the presence of diffusers in rooms, we 
have built these acoustic diffuser. Therefore, we are presenting new design 
proposals that are less common in diffusion structures designed for mobile 
use. These models are an easy-to-install por table acoustic diffusion shells 
meant to be used in certain types of musical concerts. It is a piece that 
changes the room's acoustics by enhancing its features. Diffusion shells 
areare acoustic treatment elements used in large volume rooms, such as the-
atres and auditoriums. They may also be used outdoors for the perfor-
mance of concerts by large orchestras or just recitals. The installation of 
these acoustic diffusion components is meant to project the non-amplified 
original sound from the stage towards the audience. This will enable to hear 
the sound that comes directly from the sound sources and instruments, 
without the characterization or colouring inherent to the use of electro
acoustics. These shells also enable the stage and the room to be within the 
same space and not separate in two by the mouth of the stage. These 
pieces do not need any preparation prior to their installation, just a free 
stage with good access. They must be coupled and multiplied in such a 
way that is adequate to each project in order to obtain a diffusing area that 
is proportionate to the space in question.

DIFFUSION WITH SCATTERING EFFECTS

MAIN FEATURES

DESCRIPTION



GH
TOP VIEW
(single unit)

GH
TOP VIEW
(single unit)

CD
TOP VIEW

AB
SIDE VIEW

C - VERTICAL DIFFUSION WITH COMPRESSION EFFECT
D - VERTICAL DIFFUSION WITH SCATTERING EFFECT

E- HORIZONTAL DIFFUSION WITH COMPRESSION EFFECT
F - HORIZONTAL DIFFUSION WITH SCATTERING EFFECT

A- HORIZONTAL DIFFUSION WITH COMPRESSION EFFECT
B - HORIZONTAL DIFFUSION WITH SCATTERING EFFECT

H - VERTICAL DIFFUSION WITH SCATTERING EFFECT
G - VERTICAL DIFFUSION WITH COMPRESSION EFFECT

CFX

COMPACTFUSER  AcSh
CFXC 120P

® ®
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